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ABSTRACT

Modern autonomous vehicles are commonly instrumented with

radars for all-weather perception. Yet the radar functionality is lim-

ited to identifying the positions of reflectors in the environment. In

this paper, we investigate the feasibility of smartening transporta-

tion infrastructure for the purpose of conveying richer information

to automotive radars. We propose RoS, a passive PCB-fabricated

surface which can be mechanically reconfigured to embed digital

bits, and inform the radar much like visual road signs do to cameras.

We design the RoS signage to act as a retrodirective reflector which

can reflect signals back to the radar from wide viewing angles. We

further introduce a spatial encoding scheme, which piggybacks in-

formation in the reflected analog signals based on the geometrical

layout of the retroreflective elements. Our prototype fabrication and

experimentation verifies the effectiveness of RoS as an RF “barcodež

which is readable by radar in practical transportation environment.
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1 INTRODUCTION

If intelligent transportation systems (ITS) are to become a reality,
reliable and abundant information about the environment will be 
crucial for an efficient and safe driving experience. Mainstream

ITS technologies rely heavily on intelligent autonomous vehicles
[2], with myriads of on-board sensors and rapidly evolving algo-
rithms to approximate or even surpass human perception. Equally
important however, is an increasingly intelligent civil infrastruc-
ture. A smart infrastructure that embeds cameras, sensors, and
communication technologies can dramatically lower the perception
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Figure 1: General working scenario of RoS.

requirements of the vehicles, accelerating the progress towards ITS.

One of the most crucial elements in transportation infrastructure

is the road sign which displays traffic/speed/location information

to oncoming vehicles. Substantial research has been devoted to

automating the recognition of road signs through on-board cam-

eras and computer vision algorithms [25]. However, cameras are

fundamentally challenged by low-angle sunlight and poor visibil-

ity in adverse weather conditions (e.g., fog, snow, and rain). Such

limitations can be avoided by smartening road signs and embody-

ing infrastructure-to-vehicle (I2V) communication technologies,

such as RFID, DSRC, and C-V2X [47]. These solutions however,

require heavily instrumented road signs and compatible vehicles

which entail high deployment costs. In contrast, automotive radar

have already been widely installed on modern vehicles to sense

surrounding objects. If existing automotive radar could read road

signs directly, deployment costs could be reduced significantly.

In this paper, we propose retroreflective radar readable road sign

(RoS), a fully passive and chipless RF tag which overcomes the

fundamental limitations of legacy visual signage with minimal de-

ployment costs. Fig. 1 shows RoS and its general working scenario.

A RoS tag consists of a collection of millimeter-wave (mmWave)

antenna arrays which are designed on thin laminate boards and

can be fabricated via common PCB manufacturing processes. The

antenna arrays form a specially designed geometrical layout to

create distinct reflection patterns that can be sensed by an auto-

motive radar. The RoS tag’s layout is mechanically reconfigurable,

as the number and locations of the antenna arrays can be manu-

ally modified to create different reflection patterns. The tag can be

erected preceding a legacy road sign as a complementary radar-

readable sign. A vehicle passing by the tag can localize it, measure

its reflection pattern, and decode the embedded information with

its on-board radar. The vehicle can then notify the driver or take

actions accordingly.

Detecting and decoding RoS in a dynamic automotive scenario

poses many unique challenges. First of all, for RoS to work properly
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and effectively with automotive radars, the RoS tag must be eas-

ily detectable in spite of the vehicle’s varying viewing angles and

distances. To increase the azimuth field-of-view (FoV), we use Van

Atta arrays (VAAs) [49] as a fundamental building block for the tag.

The VAAs retroreflect mmWave signals in the azimuth plane, i.e.,

radar signals that impinge on the VAAs will be reflected back to the

emitter. With VAAs, the RoS tag can create a quasi-omnidirectional

reflection pattern and hence an electrically wide angular view. To in-

crease the reading distance, RoS stacks multiple VAAs vertically to

increase its overall reflectivity. The stacking of VAAs unfortunately,

creates an unwanted beamforming effect where the beamwidth

along the vertical dimension can become extremely narrow. Con-

sequently, minor height misalignment between the radar and the

tag may result in extremely weak reflections and hence, decoding

failure. To mitigate the impact of such misalignment, we introduce

an elevation beam shaping mechanism which can synthesize wider

elevation beams without impacting the retroreflectivity on the az-

imuth plane. The beam shaping is achieved by treating the VAAs

within a stack as individual antenna “elementsž, and applying a set

of pre-determined phase weights on them. The phase weighting is

in term created by optimizing the relative lengths and layouts of

the transmission lines (TLs) within each VAA.

The second design challenge lies in interference due to back-

ground reflections. In the automotive environment, a plethora of

other objects, e.g., pedestrians and street lamps, can easily over-

whelm the return signal from an RoS tag due to their large size

and strong reflectivity. To filter out such background interference,

we design a polarization switching VAA (PSVAA) for the tag, which

alters the polarization of the incident signals to an orthogonal

polarity while reflections from ordinary roadside objects remain

intact. With this measure, the radar can easily single out the tag’s

reflections and suppress the environmental impact.

Third, it is non-trivial to encode information in a deterministic

way using a passivemmWave tag alone. A straightforward encoding

method is to print randommetallic geometries on the tag, which can

be mapped to certain radiation patterns using a machine learning

model [28]. However, this method loses the retroreflective property

and its non-explainable models have no performance guarantees.

In other words, it is unclear how reliably the different symbols can

be discriminated by the radar and how many bits of information it

can actually encode. In RoS, we overcome such limitations through

a novel spatial coding scheme. We build a deterministic model

which establishes the relationship between the geometrical layout

of multiple PSVAAs and the corresponding reflection pattern. In this

way, the RoS tag can encode information by simply positioning the

VAAs following our model, and the radar can decode data bits by

sampling the reflection signal strengths across multiple locations.

Finally, it is challenging to accurately measure the reflection

pattern of a tag in the automotive scenario with a moving radar. To

overcome this challenge, RoS leverages the self-tracking capabilities

of modern vehicles to obtain a coarse estimation of the relative tag-

radar position. It further uses two features, i.e., point cloud size and

reflection loss, to discriminate the tag from other objects. The radar

can then beamform its signals to consistently “spotlightž on the

tag.

We have fabricated RoS tags and conducted extensive field ex-

periments with TI’s experimental mmWave radar [22]. Although

the radar has a relatively low transmit power and low sensitivity,

the decoding SNR of RoS consistently exceeds 14 dB in typical

scenarios, which translates into a bit error rate below 0.6%. The

RoS tag can be reliably decoded by the radar at a distance of up to

6 m, which fits common transportation scenarios where a vehicle

passes by the tag along a multi-lane road.

In summary, the main contributions of RoS include:

(i) Fully passive retroreflective smart surface comprised of an array

of VAAs.We have designed a passive chipless tag that is retroreflec-

tive for 77-81 GHz automotive radar signals. Owing to the novel

polarization switching and elevation beam shaping mechanisms,

our RoS tag can be reliably detected by a radar in practical roadway

conditions.

(ii) Spatial coding scheme. We design a novel spatial coding

scheme that exploits the deterministic relation between the tag’s

geometrical layout and its reflection pattern. We further introduce

mechanisms to enable the radar to accurately measure the tag’s

reflection pattern in a dynamic automotive environment.

(iii) Implementation and experimental validation. We have im-

plemented RoS using the standard PCB fabrication process which

allows for mass production and reconfiguration of the signage.

Our experiments verify the feasibility and accuracy of RoS, and its

usefulness as a new component in ITS.

2 RELATED WORK

Wireless I2V communications.A rich literature exists onwire-

less communications between infrastructure and vehicles (I2V)

which primarily focuses on improving efficiency and reliability.

DSRC and cellular C-V2X represent two mainstream I2V technolo-

gies. Both are witnessing limited deployment due to the cost in

instrumenting the vehicles and upgrading the base stations. Elec-

tronic toll collection systems (E-ZPass) have been deployed on

many roadway intersections and traffic hubs. E-ZPass consists of a

reader embedded within transportation infrastructure that queries

a battery-powered RFID tag mounted on a vehicle. Recent work

adapts RFID localization technologies to position vehicles with

E-ZPass onboard [1]. RoS differs from conventional I2V in that

the roadside infrastructure is fully passive and does not require

dedicated radio hardware. The main downside of RoS however, lies

in that it only encodes a fixed amount of information similar to

conventional road signs.

Vision based technologies for road-to-vehicle communi-

cation. Our work is motivated by the growing interest in ITS

which automates roadway infrastructure and vehicles to improve

efficiency and safety. Market solutions for such services already

exist, including smart streetlights for parking spot checking [8],

smart intersections that can monitor vehicle density and control

traffic lights [10], etc. These solutions require a smart camera to cap-

ture and process roadway status information. On-board computer

vision technologies have also been widely explored to assist drivers

by reducing missed road-signs and ultimately reduce accidents [25].

These technologies however, are plagued by variable lighting con-

ditions, sign orientation, sign aging, shadows of near-by objects,

and adverse weather conditions [7, 14].

To improve visibility, road signs today typically use a retro-

reflective coating and some even install LED lights. LEDs can be
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further renovated to modulate information which can be captured

and decoded by on-vehicle cameras [23]. RetroI2V [59] exploits

visible light backscatter communication in the form of an active

road sign that can modulate the polarization of the vehicle’s LED

headlight and reflect the modulated signals to convey information.

Such systems still entail heavy instrumentation of both infrastruc-

ture and vehicles. In addition, they bear many of the same intrinsic

limitations as camera vision, i.e., vulnerability to adverse weather

conditions, although their detection range may be longer due to

the use of high dynamic range photodiode sensors.

Chip and chipless RFID. RFID technologies have proliferated

research areas such as wireless communications, energy harvesting,

object tracking, human-object interaction, etc. [16, 30, 39, 48, 58].

An RFID system comprises of an interrogating reader and a tag with

a RFID chip that is responsible for storing data and backscattering

signals. In [17, 32, 37], RFID tags are used to inventory road signs

and land marks. Vehicles with RFID readers can detect these tags

and decode information of road signs. Although RFID tags are low

cost and have high data encoding capabilities, it requires vehicles

to mount expensive RFID readers. In contrast, mmWave radars are

already abundant on vehicles today and are envisioned to be reused

with mmWave tags at low cost. In addition, due to large antenna

sizes in UHF band, it is difficult to realize retro-directive RFID tags.

Consequently, interference will become a daunting challenge in

areas with densely populated vehicles and tags. Ultra-low power

designs using power harvesters [38, 50] can be used to design pas-

sive RFID tags that modulate the backscattered mmWave signal.

However, with a required input power about 2 dBm, these ultra-low

power designs would have severely limited communication range

at mmWave band.

Chipless RFID can be considered as an RF barcode, manufactured

through PCB printing or even inkjet printing [21] which eliminates

the IC cost. Chipless RFID tags can encode information in the

frequency or time domain. A common frequency domain technique

is to use notch filters that attenuate specific frequency bins to

create unique identification signatures [5, 16, 24, 40]. Time domain

encoding generally inscribes information by modulating the timing

of pulses reflected back to the interrogator. Some examples include

surface-acoustic-wave (SAW) tags [41] or delay lines [51]. Despite

the low-cost, chipless tags have a major drawbackśthey generally

operate in smaller interrogation zones and have limited information

encoding capabilities compared to the IC tag variants. RoS aims

to bring the benefits of fully passive, chipless RFID tags into the

automotive sensing domain. To this end, RoS renovates the tag

design in two uniqueways: (i) It leverages an array of retro-directive

VAAs to improve the reliability, reading range, and angular field-of-

view. (ii) It utilizes a scalable spatial domain encoding mechanism

to embed information in the RCS of the tag. Besides, RoS enables a

radar to interrogate the tag in practical driving scenarios.

Retro-directive antennas. Retro-directive antennas automati-

cally redirect incoming signals back to the direction of the source.

The most widely known retro-directive antenna is the corner-

reflector [27]. An alternative is active phase conjugation using a

mixer or passive phase conjugation through VAAs. Since its inven-

tion in the 1960’s [49], VAAs have been researched extensively to

realize retroreflection. Many VAA designs have been implemented

in the microwave frequency band [44, 63] using a variety of antenna

structures such as slots [33], rings [45] or patch [3].

The electromagnetic research literature has explored ways of

combining retro-directive antenna designs with information en-

coding capabilities [27, 62]. In [62], information is stored in the

frequency domain through the use of surface notch filters to at-

tenuate specific frequencies creating a spectrum signature. In [53],

the reflected signal phase is modulated by varying transmission

line lengths or by frequency shifting the incident signal as in

[26]. MmWave frequencies create new challenges for passive retro-

directors. Notch filter becomes impractical because of the difficulty

in achieving large filter gain at high frequency bands [13], whereas

phase based methods become extremely sensitive to multipath.

In addition, many chipless backscatters have been developed

using RF switch modulation [20, 29, 31, 52]. In Millimetro [52],

long-range and identifiable tags at 24 GHz are designed using VAAs

and RF switches. At design frequencies such as 900MHz and 24 GHz,

reasonable RCS values can be achieved with minimal effort. How-

ever, translating these designs to the 77 GHz automotive radar band

(i.e., 76-81 GHz) poses many challenges such as routing of the RF

switches and obtaining sufficiently high RCS levels. For example,

in REITS [29], a total of 10 elements are used to create a VAA with

5 pairs of antennas at 24 GHz. Moving to 77 GHz, this design would

suffer an RCS reduction of 25.85 dB. To overcome this issue, many

more antennas would be required, complicating the joint routing

of transmission lines and RF switches.

In contrast, RoS represents the first work to create an array of

retro-directive VAAs and use their spacial layout to encode data. The

RoS tag does not require discrete RF components and is designed

to be directly detectable and decodable by an automotive radar.

3 PRELIMINARY

3.1 Electromagnetic Signature of Objects

Radar signal propagation follows the well known round-trip path

loss model [35]:

𝑃𝑟 =
𝑃𝑡𝐺𝑡𝐺𝑟𝜆

2𝜎

(4𝜋)3𝑑4
(1)

where 𝑃𝑟 , 𝑃𝑡 , 𝐺𝑡 , 𝐺𝑟 , 𝜆, 𝑑 and 𝜎 are the received signal strength

(RSS), transmit (Tx) signal power, Tx gain, receive (Rx) gain, signal

wavelength in freespace, radar-to-object distance, and the Radar

Cross Section (RCS) of the object, respectively. This equation applies

to a typical monostatic radar, i.e., the Tx and Rx antennas are co-

located.

The RSS level 𝑃𝑟 is directly proportional to wavelength 𝜆, posing

a challenge at mmWave frequencies which suffer from higher at-

tenuation loss compared to microwave signals. Practical mmWave

radars often adopt MIMO beamforming, using multiple Tx/Rx an-

tennas to increase the Tx/Rx gain to compensate for the larger

attenuation.

The RCS 𝜎 is a measure of an object’s detectability to a radar

or how electrically large the object appears. Intuitively, RCS is the

ratio between the backscatter power per steradian in the direction

of the radar and the power density that is intercepted by the ob-

ject. The RCS area of an object does not necessarily overlap with

the physical cross-sectional area of that object. Instead, it depends

upon other factors such as material reflectivity, incident polariza-

tion, the radar’s viewing angles, and the directivity of the reflected
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signals caused by the object’s geometric shape. The RoS tag is es-

sentially a smart surface whose RCS can be configured to convey bits

of information to the radar.

3.2 Object Detection with FMCW Radar

Commercial mmWave radars typically transmit periodic frequency

modulated continuous wave (FMCW) signals [46] whose frequency

increases linearly within each frame period. The radar can localize

an object by estimating the distance and angle of arrival (AoA) of

reflected signals [57]. Distance estimation relies on counting the

time-of-flight, whereas AoA estimation relies on an array of Rx

antennas. For an object whose distance is 𝑑𝑜 and AoA is 𝜃𝑜 , the

baseband signal of the 𝑘-th Rx antenna is [46]:

𝑠 (𝑡, 𝑘) = 𝑃𝑟𝑒
−4𝜋𝑖

𝛾𝑑𝑜
𝑐 𝑡𝑒−2𝜋𝑖

𝑘𝛿𝑎 cos𝜃𝑜
𝜆 , (2)

where𝛾 and 𝑐 denote the FMCW frequency slope and light speed. 𝛿𝑎
represents the spacing between adjacent Rx antenna elements. The

first phase term is due to the propagation delay between the radar

and the object, while the second is due to the relative propagation

delay between the Rx antennas.

To estimate the distance of the object, an IFFT is applied over

the time domain 𝑡 :

𝑆1 (𝑑, 𝑘) = IFFT[𝑠 (𝑡, 𝑘)] ≈ 𝑃𝑟𝛿 (𝑑 − 𝑑𝑜 )𝑒
−2𝜋𝑖 𝑘𝛿𝑎 cos𝜃𝑜

𝜆 , (3)

𝑆1 (𝑑, 𝑘) achieves the maximum when 𝑑 = 𝑑𝑜 . To further estimate

the AoA of the object, the pseudo spectrum 𝑆2 (𝑑𝑜 , 𝜃 ) is calculated by

applying beamforming weights𝑤𝑘 = 𝑒2𝜋𝑖
𝑘𝛿𝑎 cos𝜃

𝜆 to the frequency

samples 𝑆1 (𝑑𝑜 , 𝑘):

𝑆 (𝑑𝑜 , 𝜃 ) =
∑

𝑘

𝑤𝑘𝑆 (𝑑𝑜 , 𝑘) ≈ 𝑃𝑟𝛿 (𝜃 − 𝜃𝑜 ). (4)

When 𝜃 = 𝜃𝑜 , the RSS 𝑃𝑟 can be approximated with 𝑆 (𝑑𝑜 , 𝜃𝑜 ).

In practice, by recognizing peaks at different distances in 𝑆1 (𝑑, 𝑘)

and different AoAs for each distance in 𝑆2 (𝑑𝑜 , 𝜃 ), the locations and

reflected RSS of all prominent reflecting points can be estimated,

generating a radar point cloud.

The radar’s distance (range) resolution Δ𝑑 , and angle resolution

Δ𝜃 , is inversely proportional to the sampling bandwidth 𝐵 and

number of antennas 𝑁𝑎 , respectively. For example, the recently

developed TI automotive radar [22] has 𝐵 = 4 GHz and 𝑁𝑎 = 8,

translating to Δ𝑑 = 3.75 cm and Δ𝜃 = 14.3◦, respectively. It might

be tempting to create a simple RF barcode by placing multiple metal

pieces at predefined spots on a road sign to encode information,

much like [28]. Unfortunately, given the coarse angle resolution, it is

infeasible for a radar to discriminate the pieces at a fewmeters away.

The specular reflection will also render such a barcode undetectable

unless the radar stays at its normal direction.

4 MMWAVE RETROREFLECTIVE TAG
DESIGN

An RoS road sign must be easily detectable by a radar within a

wide angular range, and be distinguishable from other irrelevant

objects on the road. In addition, its RCS should be large enough,

so that the reflected signals can be detected by a passing-by radar,

which can be a few lanes away from the curb. RoS innovates an

array of passive retroreflectors to meet these challenges, which will

be detailed in this section.

4.1 Retroreflection within the Azimuth Plane

Aprimer onVanAttaArray (VAA). RoS realizes themmWave

retroreflector by extending the classical Van Atta Array (VAA)

structure which was invented in the 1960’s [49]. As shown in Fig. 2,

a basic VAA consists of a linear array of antenna elements with

equal spacing of 𝜆
2 . The symmetric elements (with respect to the

center of the array) are interconnected by transmission lines (TLs).

Signals received by each antenna are propagated through the TLs

and re-radiated by its connected peer on the other end. Suppose

an incident far field wavefront induces a phase offset,𝜓 , between

adjacent antennas. The incident signal phase at the 𝑘-th antenna,

relative to that at the 0-th antenna, is −𝑘𝜓 . By setting the lengths of

each TL to differ by multiples of 𝜆𝑔 (i.e., the wavelength of the signal

guided in TLs), a constant wrapped phase offset 𝜑 is introduced for

all signals propagating through the TLs. Consequently, given the

number of antennas𝑁 , the𝑘-th antenna receives and re-rediates the

signal from the (𝑁−1−𝑘)-th antenna, whose phase is𝜑−(𝑁−1−𝑘)𝜓 .

Its phase relative to the 0-th antenna is (𝜑 − (𝑁 − 1 − 𝑘)𝜓 ) − (𝜑 −

(𝑁 − 1)𝜓 ) = 𝑘𝜓 , which is reversed compared to the phase of the

incident signal arriving at it. In other words, the re-radiated signal is

steered back to the direction of arrival, i.e., the VAA is retroreflective.

VAA design choices for RoS. The use of multiple incident and

re-radiation antennas essentially makes the VAA a passive beam-

forming reflector which focuses towards the interrogator. Ideally,

the more antenna pairs in a VAA, the larger its RCS should be. How-

ever, the aforementioned VAA model assumes a single tone signal

whose guided wavelength is 𝜆𝑔 , whereas in RoS, the interrogator

is a radar with a wide bandwidth, and hence the difference of the

guided wavelength across frequencies becomes non-negligible. Fur-

thermore, more antenna pairs means a longer TL length and more

propagation loss which limits the RCS contribution of the outer

antenna pairs. Thus, we analyze how to optimize the VAA design

in RoS to account for these factors.

Recall that the different TLs differ by multiples of 𝜆𝑔 . The radar

signals at different frequencies experience phase misalignment

when propagating through variable length TLs. Consequently, the

phase misalignment becomes unavoidable as the length difference

between TLs increases. Suppose the bandwidth and center fre-

quency of the radar are 𝐵 and 𝑓𝑐 , and the maximum length differ-

ence between the shortest and longest TL is 𝛿𝑙 , the maximum phase

misalignment between the frequencies 𝑓𝑐 +
𝐵
2 and 𝑓𝑐 −

𝐵
2 , is 2𝜋

𝐵
𝑐𝑔
𝛿𝑙 ,

where 𝑐𝑔 is the signal propagation speed in the TLs. To avoid de-

structive interference between antenna pairs, the maximum phase

misalignment should be smaller than 𝜋
2 , i.e., 2𝜋

𝐵
𝑐𝑔
𝛿𝑙 ≤

𝜋
2 .
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Figure 4: Comparison of the RCS of Van Atta Array (VAA) and

Uniform Linear Array (ULA).
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Figure 6: RCS of PSVAA across the 76-81 GHz frequency band.

For a typical automotive radar with 𝐵 = 4 GHz, we have 𝛿𝑙 ≤

4.94𝜆𝑔 . Given that the total spacing between adjacent antenna pairs

is 2 · 𝜆
2
= 𝜆, the length difference of adjacent TLs, denoted as Δ𝐿,

should be at least 𝜆 to avoid antenna overlap. Accordingly, since

Δ𝐿 must be an integer multiple of 𝜆𝑔 and 𝜆𝑔 < 𝜆, the minimum

Δ𝐿 needs to be 2𝜆𝑔 . Therefore, for RoS to retro-reflect automotive

radar signals, the optimal number of antenna pairs on each VAA is

⌈
4.94𝜆𝑔
2𝜆𝑔

⌉ = 3.

Verifying the design choices.To verify the above design choices,

we conduct experiments in Ansys HFSS, a 3D electromagnetic (EM)

field simulator. We lay out VAAs with different number of antenna

pairs and simulate their RCS across the wide frequency band of

an automotive radar, i.e., 76-81 GHz. As shown in Fig. 3, the RCS

contribution per antenna pair is maximized with 3 antenna pairs

and marginally increases beyond that which matches the above

model. Thus, to maximize the utility in terms of RCS per antenna

pair, a VAA in RoS should have at most 3 antenna pairs.

The ideal VAA model [49] assumes perfect lossless, point-scatter

antennas and a single frequency. To verify the retroreflectivity of

the VAA in the presence of practical wideband mmWave radar

signals, we conduct another HFSS simulation and compare the 6-

element VAA with a uniform linear array (ULA) of 6 patch antenna

elements. The ULA can be considered as an ordinary reflective

object comprised of a fewmetal patches. Fig. 4a shows the measured

RCS when a monostatic radar passes by from different azimuth

angles. We see that the VAA has a relatively flat RCS within a

field-of-view (FoV) of approximately 120
◦, which verifies its retro-

directive property. In contrast, the ULA acts like a specular reflector,

and only responds with a strong RCSwhen the radar faces it straight

on. Note that the FoV of the VAA or ULA cannot reach 180
◦ since

each patch antenna element itself has a limited radiation angle.

A side benefit of retroreflectivity is that interogating radar signals

arriving from different angles do not interfere with each other. Fig. 4b

showcases a scenario where a radar interrogates the VAA at an

angle of 30◦, while the RCS is measured at different azimuth angles.

We see that the ULA reflects the signals towards the symmetric

direction (−30◦), whereas the VAA redirects the signal back to the

incoming angle. Although the VAA is imperfect and there exists

leakage at other angles, the leaked signals are much weaker (5-

13 dB lower), demonstrating that the interference of the VAA to

directions other than the incident direction is negligible.

4.2 Suppressing Background Interference with
Polarization Switching

Unlike active radios, the passive RoS tag reflects a similar amount

of radar signal power as scattering objects in the environment, such

as poles, pedestrians, trees, etc.. The background reflections can

easily interfere with the desired tag reflection and compromise

its detection performance. To address this challenge, we propose

a polarization switching VAA (PSVAA) design. Most objects on

the road barely impact the polarization of incidental signals upon

reflection [18]. Our PSVAA is designed to switch the polarity of

signals orthogonally to make the signals reflected by the tag stand

out amid the background interference.

We construct the PSVAAs by extending the basic design in Sec-

tion 4.1. Specifically, we rotate half of the patch antenna elements

by 90
◦ to create the second orthogonal polarization, as shown in

Fig. 7a. A slight drawback of the PSVAA is that only half of the

elements re-radiate, in contrast to the original VAA where a pair of

connected elements radiate in a symmetric manner. Consequently,

the power of the signal reflected by a PSVAA is halved, and the RCS

is reduced by 20 log10 (0.5) = 6 dB. However, in Sec. 7.2, we show

that the benefit from polarization switching is more than 14 dB,

which sufficiently compensates for the RCS loss.

The PSVAA in RoS adopts a 4 layer PCB structure, as illustrated

in the stackup in Fig. 7c. The top layer lays the patch antennas, fol-

lowed by a ground layer below, a strip-line TL, and another ground

layer. Next, we elaborate on the important design considerations.

(i) Substrate. We use two Rogers 4350B substrates (𝜖𝑟 = 3.66,

tan𝛿 = 0.0037) and a Rogers 4450F substrate (𝜖𝑟 = 3.52, tan𝛿 =

0.004) to combine the two core layers. The material properties, 𝜖𝑟
and tan𝛿 , define how the substrate interact with electromagnetic

fields. The material loss parameter, tan𝛿 , impacts the RCS of a

PSVAA design and is chosen carefully based on extensive HFSS

simulation under the constraint of the availability of substrates.
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Figure 7: Structure of polarization-switched VAA (PSVAA).

(ii) Patch antenna. The PSVAA adopts rectangular aperture cou-

pled patch antennas which use openings in ground planes to couple

energy to the patch from a TL. The motivation behind this design

choice was to hide the TLs in order to avoid spurious radiation that

could interfere with the reflected signals as they travel down the

line. An H-shaped aperture is used to couple the energy between

the strip-line and patch antenna. Common aperture designs use slot

openings but they generally have smaller coupling coefficients. By

using large openings such as H or E shaped apertures, the coupling

can be improved and the energy loss reduced. The aperture and

patch dimensions are optimized using Ansys HFSS by performing

parametric sweeps of the various dimensions. The optimization ter-

minates when a return loss (i.e., 𝑠11) of -10 dB is achieved throughout

the mmWave radar frequency band for the patch antenna. Fig. 7a

and Fig. 7b shows the key geometrical parameters of the PSVAA,

optimized for the 77-81 GHz band.

(ii) TL.The VAAmodel in Sec. 4.1 assumes only the patch antenna

elements radiate signals. In practice, the TLs can also reflect the

signals which reduces the retro-directive performance. We adopt

strip-line TLs in the PSVAA design, which minimizes spurious

radiation because they have smaller footprints and can be concealed

by the two ground planes.

The geometrical design of the TLs follows Section 4.1, with a

guided wavelength 𝜆𝑔 = 2027 𝜇m at 79 GHz for the copper layer.

We use HFSS again to optimize the length of the patch feed line

coupling stub with an objective of maximizing the antenna gain

while minimizing return loss. The TL lengths are determined by

searching for the configuration that ensures the TL phase through

the lines become equal at 79 GHz. As shown in Fig. 7b, the opti-

mized coupling stub comes out to be 837.5𝜇m terminating at 25𝜇m

from the edge of the patch, and the lengths of the three TLs are

4.106mm, 9.148mm, and 12.171mm, respectively. The lengths of

the 2nd and 3rd TLs differ from the 1st by approximately 2.5𝜆𝑔
and 4𝜆𝑔 . The additional 0.5𝜆𝑔 of the 2nd TL is used to remove the

180◦ phase offset induced by the difference of feeding directions be-

tween antennas with the same polarization. For example, as shown

in Fig. 7a, the 2nd patch is fed from the left while the 4th patch is

fed from the right, which induces a 180◦ phase shift between them.

The polarization orders of the patches in Fig. 7a reduces the overall

lengths of TLs and leads to a more compact design, as shown in

Fig. 7b.

We verify the RCS performance of the PSVAA design in a similar

way to Section 4.1. Fig. 5a compares the simulated RCS of the PSVAA

and the original VAA, where the radar Tx and Rx antennas have

orthogonal polarizations. The PSVAA achieves an RCS of around

-43 dBsm for the orthogonally polarized return signal with a flat FoV

of 120◦, in contrast to around −55 dBsm for the original VAA. This
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Figure 8: Comparison between PSVAA stacks with and with-

out beam shaping. In (a), left: with beam shaping, right: with-

out beam shaping.

12 dB difference confirms that the PSVAA switches the polarization

while maintaining a high RCS compared to the original VAA. Fig. 5b

shows that for the original radar antennas without polarization

switching, the PSVAA acts as a normal specular reflector, where

only specular reflection at the norm direction can be received by

the radar. We further simulate the RCS performance of the PSVAA

across the 77-81 GHz band. As shown in Fig. 6a, the RCS of the

switched polarization varies by less than 4dB, thanks to a return

loss of over -10 dB. In contrast, as shown in Fig. 6b, the specular

reflection introduces a strong main lobe and various side lobes

across the frequency band, which are filtered out with the PSVAA.

The results demonstrate the wide working bandwidth of the PSVAA.

4.3 Combating Height Mismatch Using
Elevation Beam Shaping

The PSVAAs are retro-directive within the azimuth plane, but not in

elevation. Rather, when stacked vertically for spatial encoding, mul-

tiple PSVAAs together create an unwanted elevation beamforming

effect leading to an extremely narrow beamwidth. So even minor

height misalignment between the radar and tag can weaken the

RCS significantly.

Specifically, the beamwidth in radians of a vertically stack array

of antennas can be calculated as follows [9]:

𝑊 =
0.886𝜆

2𝑁𝑑𝑣
(5)

where 𝑁 is the number of antennas and 𝑑𝑣 is the spacing between

the centers of adjacent antennas. When stacking 32 PSVAAs ver-

tically, the beamwidth would be 1.1◦. At a distance of 3 m, the

radar-tag height mismatch cannot exceed 3 · tan 0.55𝑜 = 3 cm!

This is impractical in the automotive environment where the radar

height varies depending on vehicle models and road conditions.

To ensure a stable signal level in spite of the height mismatch,
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Figure 10: An example 4-bit tag with 4 coding stacks and 1 reference stack of PSVAAs.

one solution is to design 2-D PSVAAs which connect the pairs

of centrosymmetric antennas and are thus retro-directive in the

elevation direction as well. However, this requires long TLs which

incurs signal losses and lowers the RCS. For example, to connect

the farthest centrosymmetric antenna pair in Fig. 12a, a 10.8 cm

long TL is required, which induces a 11 dB loss given the material

selection in Sec. 4.2. Such a large TL loss makes the antenna pair

unusable. In addition, 2-D VAAs complicate the routing of the TLs

compared with 1-D VAAs, potentially requiring many more PCB

layers. Instead of the 2-D PSVAA, we design an elevation beam

shaping scheme for 1-D PSVAAs arrays. The shaping broadens the

elevation radiation pattern of the tag, which stabilizes the RCS as

the radar’s height varies.

Specifically, we treat each PSVAA in a vertical stack as a sin-

gle “antenna elementž. We then find a set of phase weights for the

“elementsž, which together lead to a flat-top radiation pattern. To

apply a specific phase weight to a PSVAA, we increase the length

of all three TLs. By adding
𝜙
2𝜋 𝜆𝑔 of TL length, a phase shift 𝜙 is

introduced to the reflected signal relative to the baseline design in

Section 4.2. Notably, the added TL length increases the height of

each PSVAA. For a given set of phase weights, the relative positions

of PSVAAs need to be adjusted accordingly to avoid overlapping.

The position change in turn causes additional changes in the rela-

tive phases of PSVAAs. In other words, the desired phase weight

of a PSVAA is a function of the weights of other PSVAAs. Such

convoluted dependencies cannot be represented using closed-form

analytical models.

To overcome this, we use a differential evolution genetic algo-

rithm (DE-GA) [55], as a meta-optimization scheme to search for

the phase weights and vertical positions of the PSVAAs, in order

to achieve a desired wide elevation beamwidth (e.g., 10◦). Fig. 8a

(left) shows the optimized geometrical layout of an example stack

of 8 PSVAAs, in contrast to the original design without elevation

beam shaping (right). The polarization of the patches is altered be-

tween adjacent PSVAAs throughout the stack to ensure an overall

symmetric RCS pattern. Fig. 8b further verifies that the correspond-

ing elevation beam shape is flatten to around 10
◦ (from 2

◦) and

maintains a symmetric pattern.

5 EMBEDDING INFORMATION IN THE ROS

TAG

RoS is designed as a passive, chipless and reconfigurable road sign

for automotive mmWave radars. To avoid expensive and power-

demanding mmWave circuit components, the RoS tag only consists

of multiple PSVAA stacks. A straightforward encoding scheme

is to form an array of PSVAA stacks that creates a beam pattern

with multiple lobes pointing to prescribed directions within the

azimuth plane. A radar passing by can detect the directions of these

beams and decode the embedded traffic sign information. However,

a PSVAA is 3𝜆 wide along the horizontal direction to accommodate

multiple pairs of antenna elements and achieve retroreflection. Such

a width is 12 times larger than the maximum horizontal spacing (i.e.,
𝜆
4
) that avoids angular ambiguity of the array. As a result, with one

coding beam formed by the array of PSVAAs, at least 11 ambiguous

ambiguous beams are created, limiting the encoding angular range

and reducing the peak power of the coding beam. Moreover, strong

side lobes due to imperfection of the array may distort the pattern

and interfere the decoding process.

To overcome the limitations of the above beam pattern based en-

coding scheme, RoS adopts a model-driven spatial encoding scheme.

It directly encodes information bits using the layout of the PSVAA

stacks. A radar can measure the RCS of the tag, from which it es-

timates the spatial layout and hence decodes the information bits.

With such spatial coding, RoS can configure the information bits

at fabrication time by altering the number of PSVAA stacks and

adjusting their placement. In this section, we first model the RCS

of an RoS tag, and then introduce the spatial encoding scheme

that builds upon the RCS model. Finally, we discuss the practical

constraints of the RoS tag.

5.1 RCS Model for Multi-Stack PSVAAs

Similar to a phased array with multiple antennas, the superimposed

RCS of multiple PSVAA stacks is determined by their individual RCS

and relative positions. Suppose that 𝑀 stacks are linearly placed

and the 𝑘-th stack is located at 𝑑𝑘 , as shown in Fig. 9. The signal

reflected by the 𝑘-th stack will experience a phase shift due to its

round-trip propagation delay of 2𝑑𝑘 cos𝜃 , where 𝜃 is the signal’s

direction of arrival (DoA). Let 𝑢 = cos𝜃 , and denote 𝜆 as the signal

wavelength in free space. The multi-stack RCS at DoA 𝜃 is then

given by:

𝑟𝑆 (𝜃 ) =

�

�

�

�

�

𝑀−1
∑

𝑘=0

√

𝑟𝑇 (𝜃 )𝑒
𝑖2𝜋

2𝑑𝑘
𝜆 𝑢

�

�

�

�

�

2

= 𝑟𝑇 (𝜃 )

𝑀−1
∑

𝑘,𝑙=0

𝑒𝑖4𝜋
𝑑𝑘−𝑑𝑙

𝜆 𝑢

= 𝑟𝑇 (𝜃 )

(

𝑀 + 2
∑

𝑘<𝑙

cos

(

4𝜋
𝑑𝑘 − 𝑑𝑙

𝜆
𝑢

)

)

,

(6)

where 𝑟𝑇 (𝜃 ) is the RCS of the single-stack along DoA 𝜃 .
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Figure 11: Illustration of detecting and decoding RoS tags with mmWave radar.

According to Eq. (6), the multi-stack RCS is the sum of cosines

of the spacings between the individual stacks. Each cosine term

can be viewed as a single tone at frequency
|𝑑𝑘−𝑑𝑙 |
0.5𝜆

. We perform a

Fourier Transform over𝑢, and define the result as the RCS frequency

spectrum:

𝑅𝑆 (𝑣) = 𝑅𝑇 (𝑣) ∗

(

𝑀 +
∑

𝑘≠𝑙

𝛿

(

𝑣 −
𝑑𝑘 − 𝑑𝑙
0.5𝜆

)

)

, (7)

The Dirac Delta function 𝛿 (𝑥) peaks at 𝑥 = 0. Therefore, the spacing

between any two stacks,𝑑𝑘−𝑑𝑙 , can be resolved by identifying the peak

position 𝑑𝑘−𝑑𝑙
0.5𝜆

in the frequency spectrum 𝑅𝑆 (𝑣). Since 𝑢 ∈ [−1, 1]

has a range of 2, the frequency resolution of 𝑅𝑆 (𝑣) is
1

2
. Also note

that the spacing between stacks is proportional to the frequency 𝑣

with a scaling factor of 1

0.5𝜆
. The resultant spacing resolution is as

small as 0.25𝜆 (e.g., 0.95 mm for 79 GHz signals). In other words,

we can map the geometrical layout of the multi-stack PSVAAs to the

RCS frequency spectrum, with sub-wavelength spatial resolution!

5.2 Spatial Coding

While 𝑀 PSVAA stacks have 𝑀 (𝑀 − 1) pairwise spacings, they

are mutually dependent and can be uniquely determined by a set

of 𝑀 − 1 values. For example, given {𝑑𝑘 − 𝑑0}
𝑀−1
𝑘=1

, the relative

location between an arbitrary pair of stacks (e.g., 𝑘-th and 𝑙-th)

can be calculated as 𝑑𝑘 − 𝑑𝑙 = (𝑑𝑘 − 𝑑0) − (𝑑𝑙 − 𝑑0). We term the

0-th stack with 𝑑0 = 0 as the reference stack and the rest as the

coding stacks. Thus,𝑀 stacks of PSVAAs can convey at most𝑀 − 1

independent coding bits, corresponding to 𝑀 − 1 peaks in the RCS

frequency spectrum. Position of each peak is determined by the

relative location between one coding stack and the reference stack,

i.e., 𝑑𝑘 − 𝑑0. We use the presence (bit ł1ž) or absence (bit ł0ž) of each

coding stack to encode information. With a maximum of𝑀 stacks on

the tag,𝑀 − 1 bits can be encoded.

Unfortunately, according to Eq. (6), the𝑀 − 1 frequency peaks at

{
|𝑑𝑘 |
0.5𝜆

}𝑀−1
𝑘=1

designated for coding may collide with the rest (𝑀 −1)2

secondary frequency peaks created by pairs of coding stacks. For

example, given two coding peaks at 𝑑1 = 𝜆 and 𝑑2 = 2𝜆, a secondary

peak at 𝑑2 − 𝑑1 = 𝜆 also appears and causes interference with the

coding peak at 𝑑1 = 𝜆. To avoid such interference, we separate

the coding peaks from the secondary peaks in the frequency domain.

Specifically, we set the spacing between adjacent coding stacks to

be equal, and place the 𝑘-th coding stack at 𝑑𝑘 = 𝑠𝑘 (𝑀 + 𝑘 − 2)𝛿𝑐 ,

where 𝛿𝑐 is the basic unit spacing between coding stacks. The sign

𝑠𝑘 ∈ {1,−1} indicates whether the 𝑘-th stack is on the left side

(i.e., 𝑠𝑘 = −1) or the right side (i.e., 𝑠𝑘 = 1) of the reference stack.

Therefore, the distance between any 𝑘-th and 𝑙-th coding stacks on

the same side of the reference stack satisfies |𝑑𝑘 − 𝑑𝑙 | < 𝑑1, while

those on different sides should have |𝑑𝑘−𝑑𝑙 | > 𝑑𝑀−1. Consequently,

all the secondary peaks are out of the coding band from 𝑑1 to 𝑑𝑀−1

where the coding peaks are located.

To verify the design, we conduct 3D EM field simulation in

HFSS for an example tag with𝑀 = 5 and 𝛿𝑐 = 1.5𝜆. Fig. 10 shows

the layout, RCS, and the RCS frequency spectrum of the tag. The

4 coding stacks are placed at 6𝜆, −7.5𝜆, 9𝜆 and −10.5𝜆 relative

to the reference stack. We see that 4 prominent peaks appear at

the locations of the coding stacks encoding 4 bits “1111ž. All the

secondary peaks are separated from the coding peaks in frequency

and can be omitted. Note that the RoS tag can be easily configured to

encode other bits by adding or removing coding stacks. For example,

to encode bits “1010ž, we can simply remove the two stacks at −7.5𝜆

and −10.5𝜆 in Fig. 10.

5.3 Modeling Performance Limit and Design
Tradeoffs

Encoding capacity. Given a tag with 𝑀 − 1 coding bits and a

𝛿𝑐 = 𝑐𝜆, the width of the tag, 𝐷 , can be calculated as, 𝐷 = |𝑑𝑀−1 | +

|𝑑𝑀−2 | + 3𝜆 = ((4𝑀 − 7)𝑐 + 3)𝜆. Two factors limit 𝐷 and ultimately

the number of coding bits (i.e.,𝑀 − 1) that a single tag can achieve.

First, the above multi-stack RCS model assumes that the radar is

within the far field region of the tag where propagation paths from

the PSVAA stacks to the radar are approximately parallel, i.e.,

𝑑 ≥
2𝐷2

𝜆
, (8)

where 𝑑 is the radar-to-tag distance. Second, the maximum fre-

quency peak appears at 𝐷
0.5𝜆

. Since the radar is moving, two consec-

utive radar frames are collected at different locations. Suppose their

spatial interval is 𝛿𝑠 . According to the Nyquist sampling theorem,

𝛿𝑠 should satisfy:

sin
𝛿𝑠

𝑑
≤

2𝜆

0.5𝐷
. (9)

An example tag with 4 coding bits in our RoS implementation is

shown in Fig. 10.With a tagwidth of𝐷 = 22.5𝜆, the far field distance

of the tag would be 𝑑 = 2.9 m according to Eq. (8) . Therefore, the

spatial encoding is most effective when the tag-to-radar distance

exceeds 2.9 m. Denoting the radar frame rate by 𝐹𝑠 , the maximum

vehicle speed 𝑣 supported by the tag is 𝑣 = 𝛿𝐹𝑠 ≈
4𝑑𝜆𝐹𝑠
𝐷 according

to Eq. (9). Modern mmWave radars (e.g., the TI radar [22]) can

easily achieve 𝐹𝑠 ≥ 1 kHz. Ideally, the tag can be decoded when the

moving speed of the vehicle is below 38.5 m/s (i.e., 86 mph).
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If more than 4 bits are encoded within a single tag, the far field

distance is extended farther which in turn requires higher radar

sensitivity. For example, for a tag with 6 coding bits and a spacing

𝛿𝑐 = 1.5𝜆, the tag width is 𝐷 = 34.5𝜆. The far field distance would

be 9 m. To encode more bits at practical distances, RoS can instead

place multiple tags side by side similar to advertising boards. This

would require that the radar isolates the signals from adjacent tags,

i.e., two tags having an angular separation larger than the radar’s

half beam width, i.e., 1/𝑁𝑎 , according to Sec. 3.2. Typical mmWave

radars, such as the TI radar, have at least 𝑁𝑟 = 4 Rx antennas. The

minimum distance between two tags at 𝑑 = 6 m should be at least

1.53 m following trigonometry.

Link budget and detection range. According to Eq. (1), the

communication distance 𝑑 between the radar and the tag is 𝑑 =
(

𝑃𝑡𝐺𝑡𝐺𝑟𝜆
2𝜎

(4𝜋 )3𝑃𝑟

)1/4
. To decode the tag, the RSS at the radar should

exceed the noise floor, i.e., 𝑃𝑟 ≥ 𝐿𝑜 which limits the maximum

communication distance of the tag. The noise floor is calculated

as 𝐿𝑜 = 𝑐0𝑁𝑁𝐹𝐵𝐼𝐹𝐺𝑟𝑎𝐺𝑟𝑠 , where 𝑐0 = −173.9 dBm is the thermal

noise constant;𝑁𝑁𝐹 ,𝐵𝐼𝐹 ,𝐺𝑟𝑎 ,𝐺𝑟𝑠 are the noise figure, intermediate

frequency (IF) bandwidth, the receive antenna gain, and the signal

processing gain by combining multiple antennas. Specific to our

implementation, on the dB scale, the TI radar [22] has 𝑁𝑁𝐹 = 15 dB,

𝐵𝐼𝐹 = 37.5 MHz, 𝐺𝑟𝑎 = 9 dB and 𝐺𝑟𝑠 = 12 dB with 4 receive

antennas.With that, the minimumRSS level is 𝑃𝑟 = −62 dBm. Given

that the RCS of an RoS 32-array tag is 𝜎 = −23 dBsm according to

the Ansys HFSS simulation result, and that the TI radar has a radar

EIRP of 𝑃𝑡 +𝐺𝑡 = 21 dBm, an Rx gain of𝐺𝑟 = 𝐺𝑟𝑎+𝐺𝑟𝑙 +𝐺𝑟𝑠 = 55 dB,

where 𝐺𝑟𝑙 = 34 dB, then the maximum achievable distance is

𝑑 ≈ 6.9 m which covers vehicle radars approximately two roadway

lanes away from the tag.

6 INTERROGATING THE ROS TAG WITH AN
AUTOMOTIVE RADAR

A vehicle passing by an RoS tag can measure its RCS, convert it

into the RCS spectrum 𝑅𝑆 (𝑣) (Sec. 5.1), and decode the embedded

information following Sec. 5.2. Traditionally, RCS measurements

are conducted to measure the electromagnetic signatures of objects.

Thus, it is usually controlled in an anechoic chamber where the

transceiver is fixed and the object rotates at a constant speed [12].

In contrast, RoS works in the more dynamic and open driving

scenario. The relative location/orientation between the radar and

the tag may continuously change, which renders the traditional

RCS measurement procedure infeasible. In addition, RoS has to

discriminate the signals reflected by the tag in the presence of

irrelevant objects. Fig. 11a illustrates a typical scenario with two

tripods where one of them is mounted with a tag. We use this setup

as an example to showcase how the radar can accurately sample

the tag’s RCS in RoS.

To measure the RCS of roadside objects, RoS uses the radar to

continuously localize them.Meanwhile, the radar applies beamform-

ing with the polarization switched Tx antenna to obtain reflection

signal strengths across different angles. Specifically, for each radar

frame, RoS uses the standard processing flow in Sec. 3.2 (also c.f.

[42]) to generate a point cloud representing the dominant reflectors

visible to the radar. After all frames are processed, RoS merges

their point clouds based on the relative radar locations where the

10.8cm

11.4mm

32-Element 

PSVAA Stack

Wooden 

Frame

(a) (c)

PSVAA(b)

(d)

Tripod

Tag

Radar

Figure 12: Experimental setup. (a) RoS tag. (b) A single

PSVAA on the tag. (c) RoS tag in heavy fog condition. (d) TI

radar mounted on the test vehicle.

frames are transmitted. Such relative location information can be

easily obtained by interpolating the measurements from the inertial

motion sensors and speed sensors on board. Intuitively, dominant

reflectors are visible in most frames and their points tend to be

dense. Thus, RoS applies the classical density-based clustering al-

gorithm, i.e., DBSCAN [15], to cluster the points. It calculates the

point density of each cluster and keeps those with density larger

than a predefined threshold for further RCS measurement. Specific

to our example setup, Fig. 11b shows the two clusters representing

the tag and the tripod with prominent point densities.

For each cluster, RoS calculates its center of gravity and assigns

it as the location of the corresponding object. Now that the relative

location between the object and the sampling position of each radar

frame is known, RoS applies beamforming weights to the returned

signals to “spotlightž on each object and estimate its total RSS

contribution. Such beamforming mechanism is a standard practice

in MIMO radar [42]. The RSS reflected from the RoS tag and the

tripod in our experiment are shown in Fig. 11c.

We further leverage two representative features to differentiate

the RoS tag from other objects on the road to avoid misdetection.

First, as different types of objects vary in size, we calculate the

sizes of the point clusters corresponding to the objects. Second,

while most objects on the road reflect signals with the original

polarization, RoS changes the polarization of the reflected signals.

Since RoS tags tend to have a smaller RSS loss of the polarization

switching Tx relative to the original Tx of the radar, we can use

the calculated RSS loss as a second feature. In Sec. 7, we show that

the features of RoS tags are statistically different from the other

rod-shaped objects on the road, verifying the effectiveness of using

the two features to detect RoS tags.

Now that the tag’s RSS contribution can be isolated from other
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Figure 13: Performance of tag detection.
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Figure 14: Effectiveness of elevation beam shaping.
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Figure 15: Impact of radar-to-tag distance.

objects, and the RSS is equivalent to a scaled version of RCS (Eq. (1)),

we can directly apply an FFT to the tag’s RSS to generate its RCS

frequency spectrum. Finally, the coding peaks are normalized by the

overall power within the coding band and detected and decoded

following the model in Sec. 5.1. Taking the 4-bit tag in Fig. 10a as an

example, we show the measured frequency spectrum of the tag and

the tripod’s RSS in Fig. 11d. The measured RSS frequency spectrum

of the tag has 4 coding peaks around 6, 7.5, 9, 10.5𝜆, which match

the ones in the simulated RCS frequency spectrum in Fig. 10c.

7 EVALUATION

7.1 Experimental Method

Implementation. We fabricate RoS tags following the standard

PCB production process. Stacks with different number of beam-

shaped PSVAA are designed in HFSS and imported into Altium

Designer to generate PCB design files. Although our PSVAA de-

sign can filter out environmental reflections, large objects that are

extremely close to the tag may still leak reflections into the orthog-

onal polarity and interfere with the tag’s response. Our initial setup

mounted the tag on a basal wood board which has a much larger

electronic signature causing interference. Therefore, we replaced

the board with a wooden frame which has a smaller cross sectional

area, thus reducing the interference and improving SNR. Fig. 12a

shows an example assembled tag, which has 5 vertical stacks and

encodes 4 bits “1111ž. Each stack has 32 PSVAAs. The stacks can be

reconfigured to encode different bit sequences following Sec. 5.2.

The radar’s Tx and Rx antennas should have orthogonal polar-

ization directions to receive backscattered signals from PSVAAs.

Typical patch antennas are linearly polarized, just like the TI radar

used in our experiments, so we simply rotate one Tx or Rx antenna

by 90
◦ to achieve an orthogonal polarity. The radar’s front-end

hardware schematics [22] remain intact. Note that if the antenna

with the original polarity is still desired, one can simple add a

polarized antenna and use an RF switch to toggle between the two.

Evaluation setup. We assemble RoS tags with different cod-

ing bits, attach the tags to a tripod and place it on the roadside

for measurement. By default, we set the TI radar’s parameters as

follows: frame duration 60 𝜇s, frame repetition rate 𝐹𝑠 = 1 kHz,

frequency slope 66 MHz/𝜇s, baseband sampling rate 5 Msps, and

the number of samples per frame equals 256. The radar uses one

original Tx antenna for object detection and the polarization switch-

ing Tx antenna for tag decoding. 4 Rx antennas are used to achieve

a beamwidth around of 28.6◦. To control the variables in the micro-

benchmark experiments, the radar was mounted on a cart and

manually moved. A stereo camera [54] was co-located with the

radar to obtain its ground truth positions relative to the tag. To

evaluate system robustness against adverse weather, a fog genera-

tor [11] is used to emulate real fog, as shown in Fig. 12c. For field

testing under vehicle speed, we further mounted the radar on a

sedan (Fig. 12d) which moved along straight trajectories passing

by the RoS tag.

Evaluation metrics. RoS encodes bit “1ž with peaks and bit “0ž

with nulls in the RCS spectrum which can be considered an on-off

keying (OOK) modulation scheme. Directly computing bit error rate

(BER) of the decoding scheme entails repeating the drive-through

experiments millions of times which is infeasible. We thus measure

the SNR of the coding peaks and then convert it to BER. Intuitively,

coding peaks with higher SNR are more prominent, and thus easier

to be correctly decoded. Specifically, the SNR equals (𝜇1 − 𝜇0)
2/𝜎2,

where 𝜇𝑖 is the average amplitude of bit “iž and 𝜎 is the standard

deviation of the coding peak amplitudes. The SNR to BER mapping

follows the OOK model where BER =
1

2
erfc(

√

SNR

8
) [56]. As an

example, a 15.8 dB SNR corresponds to a BER of 0.1%.

7.2 Performance of RoS Tag

Tag detection. Recall that RoS uses the polarization suppression

and point cloud size as features to discriminate the tag from other

objects (Sec. 6). To verify this approach, we place the RoS tag on the

roadside with common objects nearby, e.g., parking meter, street

lamp, ordinary road signs, pedestrian and trees, which are less than

0.5 m from the tag. The minimum distance of the radar is 3 m as

it passes by the tag. Fig. 13a shows the RSS loss achieved by the

polarization switching mechanism (Sec. 4.2). While background

objects more or less affect the polarization of reflected signals, they

experience a median RSS rejection of 16-19 dB. In contrast, the

median RSS loss of the RoS tag is only around 13 dB, implying that

the tag-reflected signals tend to be much stronger than background

reflections. Fig. 13b further shows that the point cloud size of the
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RoS tag is much smaller than all other objects except pedestrians, so

it represents an effective feature to discriminate the tags. Owing to

the two discriminative features, i.e., higher RSS and smaller point cloud

size, RoS can correctly identify the tags without any miss detection

or false alarm in all our tests. Note that the objects with sufficient

separation from the tag do not usually interfere with RoS decoding,

because they can be easily discriminated in the radar point cloud.

Effectiveness of elevation beam shaping. To verify the beam

shaping design (Sec. 4.3), we fix the radar 3 m away from the tag

and vary its vertical position to create height (and elevation an-

gle) misalignment. To create baseline tags without beam shaping,

we stack multiple VAAs with zero phase offset (i.e., equal vertical

distance) and ensure the stacks are positioned in the same way as

those on our elevation beam shaping tag.

As shown in Fig. 14a, the RSS of the baseline tags decreases as

the elevation misalignment increases while that of the RoS tags is

more consistent. However, the decreasing trend is not monotonous,

as the radar happens to fall in the main beam of some coding stacks

of the baseline tags and receives high RSS. It is possibly due to tag

height mounting errors, tag swaying caused by wind, or bending of

long coding columns, which are unavoidable in outdoor settings. In

addition, the baseline tags exhibit wild RSS variation. For example,

the RSS varies by 13 dB when the tag and the radar are placed at

the same height. The main reason is that the baseline tags only

have an elevation beamwidth of 1.27◦ so even minor inadvertent

misalignment can impact the RSS significantly. Fig. 14b shows the

corresponding SNR of the coding bits. With beam shaping, the SNR

of the RoS tags remains over 15 dB (i.e., BER above 0.3%), thanks

to their consistently small RSS variance. In contrast, the baseline

tags achieve an SNR as low as 10 dB (i.e., BER 5.7%), making the

detection much less robust.

In summary, with elevation beam shaping, the RoS tags work

reliably even at ±4◦ of elevation angle deviation. This corresponds

to a tolerable height mismatch of 28 cm even when the radar-to-tag

distance is close to 2 m. The tolerance increases with distance and

with a wider elevation beam.

Impact of distance. In practice, vehicles may pass by a RoS

tag across different lanes corresponding to different radar-to-tag

interrogation distances (Fig. 1). We evaluate the impact using 3

types of tags with 8, 16, and 32 PSVAAs per stack. Fig. 15a shows

that the RSS decreases over distance following the path loss model

(Eq. (1)). The tags with 8, 16, and 32 PSVAAs per stack cannot be

detected beyond 4, 5, and 6 m respectively as their RSS drops near

the noise floor of the TI radar. Thus, different types of tags can be

deployed depending on the number of lanes on the road. Fig. 15b

shows the corresponding SNR. While the SNR of all tags remains

above 14 dB (i.e., a BER of 0.6%), the 8-array and 16-array tags have

statistically higher SNR than the 32-array tags. The main reason

lies in the longer far field distance of the 32-array. Specifically, as

shown in Fig. 12a, the height of a 32-array PSVAA stack is about

10.8 cm, corresponding to a far field distance of 6.14 m following

Eq. (8). In contrast, the far field distance is 0.31 m and 1.36 m for

the 8- and 16-array tags respectively. In other words, in most of

the test cases (1-6 m range), the 32-array tags only work in its near

field where the spatial encoding model is inaccurate, which causes

the SNR degradation.

7.3 Practical Vehicular Scenarios

Multi-tag andmulti-radar interference.Recall that we can place

multiple RoS tags side by side to encode more data bits. To evaluate

the cross-tag interference, we place two tags 3 m away from the

radar and adjust their separation so that their spread angle viewed

by the radar ranges from 10◦ to 30◦. Fig. 16a shows that the SNR

of the tags only slightly increases with the increase of their spread

angle, indicating the interference between tags is negligible.

In addition, two vehicles can simultaneously interrogate the

same tag as they pass by as long as the tag is within FoV of the vehi-

cles. To examine the potential interference, we repeat the decoding

experiment with 2 TI radars. The spacing between the radars varies

from 1 to 3 m with a step of 0.5 m to account for realistic separation

between adjacent vehicles. Fig. 16b shows that the tag SNR slightly

increases with larger separation between the radars. Nonetheless,

the SNR remains above 15 dB even at an extremely close separation

of 1 m. The reasons are two fold. First, due to the PSVAA design,

the RoS tag retroreflects signals back to the source and thus sup-

presses the interference between radars (see Fig. 4). Second, while

other surrounding objects may create specular reflections between

radars, such interference is transient in the angular domain and

only slightly raises the noise floor in the frequency domain. Since

RoS encodes bits in the frequency domain, these specular reflec-

tions have little impact on it. However, detection and decoding of
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a RoS tag fails when it is fully blocked by another vehicle, since

mmWave signals cannot penetrate metal. Chances of full blockage

can be reduced by mounting RoS tags higher than the vehicles and

installing redundant RoS tags along the road.

Detection under foggy weather. Compared to vision sensors

such as camera and lidar, radar is robust under adverse weather

conditions such as fog, rain and snow. For example, the attenuation

at 79 GHz due to heavy fog (water droplet concentration equals

1 mg/m3) is about 2 dB per 100 m [4] while that due to heave

rain (precipitation 100 mm/h) is only slightly higher (3.2 dB per 100

m) [64]. Existing work has leveraged such properties to complement

cameras and enable point cloud generation under adverse weather

[43]. To showcase RoS under adverse weather conditions, we use a

fog generator [11] to emulate fog at different levels, as shown in

Fig. 12c. In Fig. 16c, it is observed that the median SNR remains

above 15 dB (i.e., a BER of 0.3%) across all fog levels, demonstrating

the robustness of RoS against fog.

Impact of tracking error. Even though modern vehicles are

equiped with a variety of location-tracking equipment (camera,

Lidar, IMU, etc.), the self-tracking errors seem to be inevitable. To

evaluate its impact on tag decoding, we add relative drifting errors

from 2% to 10% with a step of 0.2 m to the ground truth tracking

data. Fig. 16d shows that the SNR remains around 20 dB when the

relative tracking error is less than 6%, and decreases with larger

tracking error, mainly due to the distortions of the coding peaks in

the RCS frequency spectrum. Fortunately, using IMU sensors and

speedometers, existing works [60, 61] can track vehicles accurately

with small drifting errors (e.g., ≤ 2%), which easily achieves the

tracking accuracy required by RoS.

Impact of angular field of view (FoV). While the theoretical

maximum angular FoV of a RoS tag is 180◦, it cannot be achieved in

practice due to two limitations. First, the retroreflective beamwidth

of a VAA is around 100
◦ as shown in Fig. 4a, and that of a typical

radar antenna is only around 60
◦ [22]. Second, as a vehicle radar

moves along a straight line, the viewing angle is limited by the

maximum detectable distance of the tag. To better understand the

impact, we manually truncate the RCS to a limited FoV from 20◦ to

100◦. Fig. 17 shows the SNR of coding peaks with different angular

FoV. The impact of the angular FoV is minor. The decoding SNR

slightly increases when the angular FoV increases from 20
◦ to 80

◦.

Theoretically, with a FoV larger than 60◦, the location resolution

is finer than 𝜆
2·2 sin 30𝑜 = 0.5𝜆, and the coding peaks can be clearly

separated in the frequency spectrum of RCS. The decoding SNR

slightly decreases when the angular FoV reaches 100◦. It is mainly

due to the RCS measurements outside of the FoV of the radar, which

are dominant by noises and raises the noise floor of the frequency

spectrum of the RCS. The result indicates that an angular FoV of

60
◦ is sufficient to decode RoS tags. As the maximum detection

distance of a tag is 6 m using the TI radar, it only requires that the

vehicles move across a trajectory of at most 6 m when passing by

the tag, so as to sample the RCS across 60◦.

Impact of vehicle speed. We mount the radar on a vehicle

moving at 10 to 30 mph with a 5 mph step. Fig. 18 shows the SNR

measured at different driving speeds. The large variation across dif-

ferent speeds is mainly due to the more dynamic driving condition

compared with the case where the radar is mounted on the cart.

Despite this, the decoding SNR consistently exceeds 14 dB (i.e., a

BER of 0.6%), demonstrating the effectiveness of the tag decoding

in practical driving scenarios. While high speeds lead to prominent

Doppler effect, the Doppler frequency shifts (e.g., 19 kHz at a speed

of 80 mph) are orders of magnitude smaller than the carrier fre-

quency of mmWave signals (i.e., 79 GHz), and have little impact on

the RCS pattern, as validated by the consistent SNR in Fig. 18.

8 DISCUSSION AND FUTUREWORK

Extending the detection range. The TI radar in our experi-

ments is intended as a development board with limited transmit

power, antenna gain and high receiver noise figure [22], which

largely limits the detection range. Fortunately, commercial auto-

motive radars have much better performance. With a low noise

figure of 𝑁𝑁𝐹 = 9 dB [34], and EIRP of 𝑃𝑡 +𝐺𝑡 = 50 dBm in the

76-81 GHz band [36], a maximum distance of 52 m can be achieved

according to Sec. 5.3. The range can be further improved by over-

coming the 6 dB RCS loss of the PSVAA with circularly polarized

(CP) antenna elements [19]. While common objects change the

left/right-hand direction of circular polarized signals upon reflec-

tion, the PSVAA with CP antennas does not, enabling the radar to

separate the reflections without the 6 dB loss.

Increasing the encoding capacity. The current RoS prototype

has limited encoding capacity due to the near-far field tradeoff

(Sec. 5.3), i.e., encoding more bits requires further tag-to-radar sep-

aration which in turn reduces RCS. By using near-field-focusing-

antennas (NFFA) [6], the requirement can be relaxed. That is, a

larger tag encoding more bits can be decoded by a radar within the

near field. Larger encoding capacity also allows for error correction

mechanisms to improve the reliability of decoding. In addition, with

larger vertically stacked VAAs enabled by NFFAs, a higher RCS

level can be achieved, which ultimately raises the SNR of coding

bits and reduces the coding BER. The encoding capacity can also

be improved through modulation schemes other than OOK. The

RCS levels of each encoding bit “1ž can be adjusted by varying

the number of PSVAAs within a stack. Multiple RCS levels can

enable ASK modulation which can improve the encoding capacity

by multi-folds.

9 CONCLUSION

We have designed and validated RoS, a lightweight mechanism to

smarten road infrastructure through reconfigurable, radar-readable

signage. The RoS design can be generalized as a smart passive

surface which acts as a mechanically reconfigurable “barcodež for

RF interrogating devices, including not only radar, but also RF

communication devices such as WiFi, DSRC, and WiGig. The RoS

design can be extended to accommodate a wider range of use cases.

We confirm this work does not raise any ethical issues.
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